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Shirokuma develops for the next version of GigaStudio
The organ sample collection will be further enhanced for the new features
Budapest, Hungary, September 1, 2003 – Shirokuma Ltd. made a developer’s agreement with
American sound processing software vendor Tascam. According to the agreement, Shirokuma will be an
early tester of the next version of GigaStudio (v3.0) and will develop and enhance its product Notre Dame
de Budapest Pipe Organ Samples collection to fully use the capabilities of the new version. While the sample
collection will keep all the functions as the currently shipping version for GigaStudio v2.0, the latest version
of the sampler software will allow offering even more features and to reproduce the sounds of the pipe
organ as realistic as never before.
Shirokuma Ltd. will provide Tascam with certain demonstration samples that the American software
vendor will use to promote the coming new version of the software.

About Shirokuma
Shirokuma Ltd was founded in 2001 with the goal of providing real, accountable quality within the IT
industry. The privately held company specializes on IT consulting and support, custom development and
various kinds of IT- and language-related services, including professional translation and localization.
More information: http://www.shirokuma.hu.
About NDB
According to what organists and organ experts say, Notre Dame de Budapest Pipe Organ Samples is the
ultimate pipe organ sampling DVD – the only sample collection, which really contains all important stop
combinations of a symphonic organ together with the the natural reverb of the cathedrals. Also, for the
first time in the world, the collection offers real swellbox, crescendo and tremolo effects – just like a real
pipe organ. More information: http://www.orgona.org.
About Tascam
TASCAM, the company that invented the home studio revolution, is one of four divisions of TEAC
Corporation that is dedicated to making innovative products for capturing creativity in the field of music
and audio. More information about the company can be found at http://www.tascam.com.
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